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For that reason, it appealed to our sense of mischief, but also our hope that kids might be creatively liberated
from some of the writing rules they pick up along the way. Finally, The Hairy Snowman is a masterclass in
character naming. Just hearing the names Albert and Philippe makes us smile. We hope the story has made
you smile too. Writer, poet, Hairy Snowman builder 1. When did your passion for writing begin? Giving
impromptu poetry readings to my mum and dad are amongst my happiest memories. How does your day job
inform your writing and does your writing influence your work? I work as a copywriter for many different
businesses from egg production to video games. This helps in surprising ways because part of my job is to find
an exciting and succinct way to talk about so many things. Being clear about what I want to say is key to
writing. What advice can you offer to writers on keeping the creative mojo going, especially after a tough day
at work? I missed my stop a lot in the early days, but eventually I began to get the timings right. The approach
helped me do what I think is probably the most important thing in writing: Once I finish a piece of writing I
can see how to improve it. I get so much energy from finishing something, even as a first, very rough draft.
That encourages me to get stuck into editing it and then sharing it with readers. Tolkien were the mainstays of
my upbringing, but then as I grew old not older, just old I revelled in Jonathan Stroud, S. Said, Garth Nix and
many more. Harrold have broadened my understanding of what words can do. You featured it in Storytime!
What inspired you to do this? Both use dialogue to tell beautiful stories. I was lucky enough to have Chris
comment on an early draft of the story and he gave me some feedback which brought it all together. So I have
lots of things going on right now! Drift is a shambling, shapeshifting snowman who tries hard but just seems
to cause problems. And Fish is a girl with a determined streak in her, which leads them into all sorts of
adventures. I carry my phone with me everywhere. I use this less and less for talking to people and more and
more for this very simple notepad application on it. Poetry, stories, thoughts all get jotted down wherever I
am. Making the most of every moment is really important so finding the simplest tool which suits you best is
key here. It takes longer to open a laptop and jot down a note than it does to tap a few words on a phone or
into a pad and I find any obstacle to getting something down is another reason to stop writing. What would be
your dream writing project? The wonderful Astro Poetica by Dom Conlon. Every story or poem I write is a
dream project. I love writing about space and I have a collection of poetry called Astro Poetica which many,
much more able writers than myself have praised. The names I know for the constellations Orion, Scorpius,
etcâ€¦ are rooted in Greek mythology. Move around the world and back in time and the stories change. Are
there any additional nuggets of advice you can give to anyone who wants to get into writing for children?
Finish a story or poem and then put it to one side and start something new. Not in a whisper but properly out
loud. This is an organisation of writers and illustrators who will support and guide you even when you say you
want to terrify children with your stories. Do check out his brilliant site Inkology to read more of his stories
and poems, and makes sure you follow him on Twitter , Facebook and Instagram too.
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Dom Conlon's unique and wonderful story The Hairy Snowman features I'd love to edit a book of stories from writers of
all different backgrounds to show just.

As a little boy I whiled away most of my time pretending to be a baseball announcer on the radio. I could
think up games for hours at a time. There were eleven of us in a small house, but the close quarters were never
a problem. We always spoke English and Italian all mixed up together. My grandmother, who lived in
America for fifty years, never learned English. In a interview with The Australian , DeLillo reflected on this
period by saying "I had a personal golden age of reading in my 20s and my early 30s, and then my writing
began to take up so much time". Kubrick , Altman , Coppola , Scorsese and so on. I was a man in a small
room. And I went to the movies a lot, watching Bergman, Antonioni, Godard. Perhaps, in an indirect way,
cinema allowed me to become a writer. You get a certain leeway, and it worked in my case. I was just getting
good at it when I left, in Discussing the beginning of his writing career, DeLillo said, "I did some short stories
at that time but very infrequently. I quit my job just to quit. First, I lacked ambition. I may have had novels in
my head but very little on paper and no personal goals, no burning desire to achieve some end. It took me a
long time to develop this. I was paying a rent of sixty dollars a month. And I was becoming a writer. So in one
sense, I was ignoring the movements of the time. Americana concerned "a television network programmer
who hits the road in search of the big picture". It was very overdone and shaggy, but two young editors saw
something that seemed worth pursuing and eventually we all did some work on the book and it was published.
So I wrote for another two years and finished the novel. But an editor at Houghton Mifflin read the manuscript
and decided that this was worth pursuing. It should be tighter, and probably a little funnier. This "conceptual
monster", as DeLillo scholar Tom LeClair describes it, is "the picaresque story of a year-old math genius who
joins an international consortium of mad scientists decoding an alien message. Following this early attempt at
a major long novel, DeLillo ended the decade with two shorter works. Players , originally conceived as being
"based on what could be called the intimacy of language. What people who live together really sound like,"
[29] concerned the lives of a young yuppie couple as the husband gets involved with a cell of domestic
terrorists. Of Running Dog, DeLillo remarked in his Rolling Stone interview that "What I was really getting at
in Running Dog was a sense of the terrible acquisitiveness in which we live coupled with a final indifference
to the object. This was something I felt characterized our lives at the time the book was written in the mid to
late seventies. I think this was part of American consciousness then. The sports novel Amazons , a mock
memoir of the first woman to play in the National Hockey League, is a far more lighthearted and more
evidently commercial novel than his previous and subsequent novels. DeLillo published the novel under the
pseudonym Cleo Birdwell, and later requested publishers compiling a bibliography for a reprint of a later
novel to expunge the novel from their lists. While DeLillo spent several years living in Greece, [31] he took
three years [28] to write The Names , a complex thriller concerning "a risk analyst who crosses paths with a
cult of assassins in the Middle East". Also in , DeLillo finally broke his self-imposed ban on media coverage
by giving his first major interview to Tom LeClair , [32] who had first tracked DeLillo down for an interview
while he was in Greece in White Noise was arguably a major breakthrough both commercially and artistically
for DeLillo, earning him a National Book Award for Fiction [33] and a place among the academic canon of
contemporary postmodern novelists. DeLillo remained as detached as ever from his growing reputation: For
this novel DeLillo undertook a vast research project, which included reading at least half of the Warren
Commission report subsequently DeLillo described it as "the Oxford English Dictionary of the assassination
and also the Joycean novel. This is the one document that captures the full richness and madness and meaning
of the event, despite the fact that it omits about a ton and a half of material. George Will , in a Washington
Post article, [37] declared the book to be an affront to America and "an act of literary vandalism and bad
citizenship". It was the beginning of a series of catastrophes: When I was starting out as a writer it seemed to
me that a large part of the material you could find in my novels â€” this sense of fatality, of widespread
suspicion, of mistrust â€” came from the assassination of JFK. Clearly influenced by the events surrounding
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the fatwa placed upon the author Salman Rushdie and the intrusion of the press into the life of the reclusive
writer J. Following Mao II, DeLillo went underground and spent several years writing and researching his
eleventh novel. In , DeLillo finally broke cover with his long-awaited eleventh novel, the epic Cold War
history Underworld. The book was widely heralded as a masterpiece, with novelist and critic Martin Amis
saying it marked "the ascension of a great writer. White Noise and Libra were also recognized by the
anonymous jury of contemporary writers. DeLillo has subsequently expressed surprise at the success of the
novel. In , he candidly remarked: There are city scenes in New York that seem to transcend reality in a certain
way. A novel creates its own structure and develops its own terms. I tend to follow. And I never try to stretch
what I sense is a compact book. The novel contained many established DeLillo preoccupations, particularly its
interest in performance art and domestic privacies in relation to the wider scope of events. However, the slight
and brief novella was very different in style and tone to the epic history of Underworld, and met with a mixed
critical reception. Maybe it [the negative reception] was connected to September Perhaps for certain readers
this upset their expectations. There had been discussions about adapting earlier novel End Zone , and DeLillo
himself has written an original screenplay for the film Game 6. It was his first new original short story
published since "Still Life" in prior to the release of Falling Man. According to DeLillo, the novel considers an
idea from "the writing of the Jesuit thinker and paleontologist [Pierre] Teilhard de Chardin. Upon its initial
release, Point Omega spent one week on the New York Times Bestseller List, peaking at 35 on the extended
version of the list during its one-week stay on the list. It just has to happen. I think first, fiction, and second,
novels, are much more refined in terms of language, but they may tend to be too well behaved, almost in
response to the narrower market. It is the form that allows a writer the greatest opportunity to explore human
experience For that reason, reading a novel is potentially a significant act. The novel, simply, offers more
opportunities for a reader to understand the world better, including the world of artistic creation. Louis
Literary Award for his entire body of work to date on October 21, previous recipients include Salman Rushdie
, E. Nine Stories, covering short stories published between and , was published in November The award seeks
to commend strong, unique, enduring voices that â€” throughout long, consistently accomplished careers â€”
have told us something about the American experience. In a significant sense, the Library of Congress Prize is
the culmination of their efforts and a tribute to their memory. Ross is the primary investor in a deeply remote
and secret compound where death is controlled and bodies are preserved until a future moment when medicine
and technology can reawaken them. Jeffrey joins Ross and Artis at the compound to say "an uncertain
farewell" to her as she surrenders her body. Ross Lockhart is not driven by the hope for immortality, for power
and wealth beyond the grave. He is driven by love for his wife, for Artis, without whom he feels life is not
worth living. It is that which compels him to submit to death long before his time. He is committed to living,
to "the mingled astonishments of our time, here, on earth. When I look at my book shelves I find myself
gazing like a museum-goer. I hope I can arrive at an answer through writing the fiction. To date, DeLillo has
written five major plays: Of his work as a playwright, DeLillo has said that he feels his plays are not
influenced by the same writers as his novels: If I had to classify myself, it would be in the long line of
modernists, from James Joyce through William Faulkner and so on. That has always been my model. The
psychology of crowds and the capitulation of individuals to group identity is a theme DeLillo examines in
several of his novels, especially in the prologue to Underworld, Mao II, and Falling Man. Is it the writer who
traditionally thought he could influence the imagination of his contemporaries or is it the totalitarian leader,
the military man, the terrorist, those who are twisted by power and who seem capable of imposing their vision
on the world, reducing the earth to a place of danger and anger. Things have changed a lot in recent years.
Literary critic Harold Bloom named him as one of the four major American novelists of his time, [72] along
with Thomas Pynchon , Philip Roth , and Cormac McCarthy , though he questions the classification of
DeLillo as a "postmodern novelist. We ought to be bad citizens. DeLillo also figured prominently[
clarification needed ] in B. The Too Much Joy spin-off band, Wonderlick , takes its name from an intentional
misspelling of the name of the protagonist from Great Jones Street. Speakers on the TV stand, just a turntable
to watch.
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It is written in the picaresco style of the late 16th century and features references to other picaresque novels
including Lazarillo de Tormes and The Golden Ass. The novel takes place over a long period of time,
including many adventures united by common themes of the nature of reality, reading, and dialogue in
general. Although burlesque on the surface, the novel, especially in its second half, has served as an important
thematic source not only in literature but also in much of art and music, inspiring works by Pablo Picasso and
Richard Strauss. Even faithful and simple Sancho is forced to deceive him at certain points. The novel is
considered a satire of orthodoxy , veracity and even nationalism. In exploring the individualism of his
characters, Cervantes helped move beyond the narrow literary conventions of the chivalric romance literature
that he spoofed , which consists of straightforward retelling of a series of acts that redound to the knightly
virtues of the hero. The character of Don Quixote became so well known in its time that the word quixotic was
quickly adopted by many languages. The phrase " tilting at windmills " to describe an act of attacking
imaginary enemies, derives from an iconic scene in the book. It stands in a unique position between medieval
chivalric romance and the modern novel. The former consist of disconnected stories featuring the same
characters and settings with little exploration of the inner life of even the main character. The latter are usually
focused on the psychological evolution of their characters. In Part I, Quixote imposes himself on his
environment. By Part II, people know about him through "having read his adventures", and so, he needs to do
less to maintain his image. By his deathbed, he has regained his sanity, and is once more "Alonso Quixano the
Good". Sources[ edit ] Sources for Don Quixote include the Castilian novel Amadis de Gaula , which had
enjoyed great popularity throughout the 16th century. Another prominent source, which Cervantes evidently
admires more, is Tirant lo Blanch , which the priest describes in Chapter VI of Quixote as "the best book in
the world. The passage is called since the 19th century "the most difficult passage of Don Quixote". Cervantes
makes a number of references to the Italian poem Orlando furioso. Other stories[ edit ] Don Quixote, his horse
Rocinante and his squire Sancho Panza after an unsuccessful attack on a windmill. Don Quixote, Part One
contains a number of stories which do not directly involve the two main characters, but which are narrated by
some of the picaresque figures encountered by the Don and Sancho during their travels. In Part Two, the
author acknowledges the criticism of his digressions in Part One and promises to concentrate the narrative on
the central characters although at one point he laments that his narrative muse has been constrained in this
manner. Nevertheless, "Part Two" contains several back narratives related by peripheral characters. Several
abridged editions have been published which delete some or all of the extra tales in order to concentrate on the
central narrative. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material
may be challenged and removed. April Learn how and when to remove this template message Cervantes wrote
his work in early modern Spanish, heavily borrowing from Old Castilian , the medieval form of the language.
The Old Castilian language was also used to show the higher class that came with being a knight errant. In
Don Quixote, there are basically two different types of Castilian: Old Castilian is spoken only by Don
Quixote, while the rest of the roles speak a contemporary version of Spanish. The Old Castilian of Don
Quixote is a humoristic resource â€” he copies the language spoken in the chivalric books that made him mad;
and many times, when he talks nobody is able to understand him because his language is too old. This
humorous effect is more difficult to see nowadays because the reader must be able to distinguish the two old
versions of the language, but when the book was published it was much celebrated. The original pronunciation
is reflected in languages such as Asturian , Leonese , Galician , Catalan , Italian , Portuguese , and French ,
where it is pronounced with a "sh" or "ch" sound; the French opera Don Quichotte is one of the best-known
modern examples of this pronunciation. Somewhere in La Mancha, in a place whose name I do not care to
remember, a gentleman lived not long ago, one of those who has a lance and ancient shield on a shelf and
keeps a skinny nag and a greyhound for racing. The location of the village to which Cervantes alludes in the
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opening sentence of Don Quixote has been the subject of debate since its publication over four centuries ago.
Indeed, Cervantes deliberately omits the name of the village, giving an explanation in the final chapter: Such
was the end of the Ingenious Gentleman of La Mancha, whose village Cide Hamete would not indicate
precisely, in order to leave all the towns and villages of La Mancha to contend among themselves for the right
to adopt him and claim him as a son, as the seven cities of Greece contended for Homer. El enigma resuelto
del Quijote. The result was replicated in two subsequent investigations: Both sides combated disguised as
medieval knights in the road from El Toboso to Miguel Esteban in They also found a person called Rodrigo
Quijada, who bought the title of nobility of "hidalgo", and created diverse conflicts with the help of a squire.
Character-naming in Don Quixote makes ample figural use of contradiction, inversion, and irony, such as the
names Rocinante [24] a reversal and Dulcinea an allusion to illusion , and the word quixote itself, possibly a
pun on quijada jaw but certainly cuixot Catalan: The Spanish suffix -ote denotes the augmentativeâ€”for
example, grande means large, but grandote means extra large. La Mancha is a region of Spain, but mancha
Spanish word means spot, mark, stain. Translators such as John Ormsby have declared La Mancha to be one
of the most desertlike, unremarkable regions of Spain, the least romantic and fanciful place that one would
imagine as the home of a courageous knight. Close up of Illustration. The majority of the copies of the first
edition were sent to the New World , with the publisher hoping to get a better price in the Americas. By
August , there were two Madrid editions, two published in Lisbon, and one in Valencia. Publisher Francisco
de Robles secured additional copyrights for Aragon and Portugal for a second edition. In , an edition was
printed in Brussels. Robles, the Madrid publisher, found it necessary to meet demand with a third edition, a
seventh publication in all, in Popularity of the book in Italy was such that a Milan bookseller issued an Italian
edition in Yet another Brussels edition was called for in These were collected, by Dr Ben Haneman, over a
period of thirty years. Part two capitalizes on the potential of the first while developing and diversifying the
material without sacrificing familiarity. Many people agree that it is richer and more profound. There are
many translations of the book, and it has been adapted many times in shortened versions. Many derivative
editions were also written at the time, as was the custom of envious or unscrupulous writers. Near the end of
the 17th century, John Phillips , a nephew of poet John Milton , published what Putnam considered the worst
English translation. Around , a version by Pierre Antoine Motteux appeared. Samuel Putnam criticized "the
prevailing slapstick quality of this work, especially where Sancho Panza is involved, the obtrusion of the
obscene where it is found in the original, and the slurring of difficulties through omissions or expanding upon
the text". It was the most scholarly and accurate English translation of the novel up to that time, but future
translator John Ormsby points out in his own introduction to the novel that the Jarvis translation has been
criticized as being too stiff. Nevertheless, it became the most frequently reprinted translation of the novel until
about Another 18th-century translation into English was that of Tobias Smollett , himself a novelist, first
published in Like the Jarvis translation, it continues to be reprinted today. Most modern translators take as
their model the translation by John Ormsby. It is said[ by whom? The title page actually gives credit to the two
editors as if they were the authors, and omits any mention of Cervantes. Cohen ; Penguin Classics , and Walter
Starkie The last English translation of the novel in the 20th century was by Burton Raffel , published in The
21st century has already seen five new translations of the novel into English. The first is by John D.
Rutherford and the second by Edith Grossman. The original, unrevised Ormsby translation is widely available
on the Internet, although some versions eliminate, as they should not, the prefatory material. The best digital
text available as of is http:
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Donald Richard "Don" DeLillo (born November 20, ) is an American novelist, playwright and essayist. His works have
covered subjects as diverse as television, nuclear war, sports, the complexities of language, performance art, the Cold
War, mathematics, the advent of the digital age, politics, economics, and global terrorism.
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founded by people with a lifelong love of reading. They recognised that there was a huge untapped and unknown writing
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